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richest country on earth. 5 per

Writers

cent of Danish men have had sex

The State and Revolution

with an animal. Michael Booth

Vladimir Ilʹich Lenin 1919

has lived among the

The Nature of Money Geoffrey

Scandinavians, on and off, for

Ingham 2013-05-29 In this

over ten years, perplexed by

important new book, Geoffrey

their many strange paradoxes and

Ingham draws on neglected

character traits and equally

traditions in the social sciences to

bemused by the unquestioning

develop a theory of the ‘social

enthusiasm for all things Nordic

relation’ of money. Genuinely

and hygge that has engulfed the

multidisciplinary approach, based

rest of the world. He leaves his

on a thorough knowledge of

adopted home of Denmark and

theories of money in the social

embarks on a journey through all

sciences An original

five of the Nordic countries to

development of the neglected

discover who these curious tribes

heterodox theories of money

are, the secrets of their success

New histories of the origins and

and, most intriguing of all, what

development of forms of money

they think of each other. Along

and their social relations of

the way a more nuanced, often

production in different monetary

darker picture emerges of a

systems A radical interpretation

region plagued by taboos,

of capitalism as a particular type

characterised by suffocating

of monetary system and the first

parochialism and populated by

sociological outline of the

extremists of various shades. 'The

institutional structure of the social

next Bill Bryson.’ New York

production of capitalist money A

Times Winner of the Best

radical critique of recent writing

Narrative Travel Book Award

on global e-money, the so-called

from the British Guild of Travel

‘end of money’, and new
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monetary spaces such as the euro.

Dutch wunderkind of new ideas'

Utopia Guide to Asia John Goss

Guardian In Utopia for Realists,

2006 Utopia has assembled the

Rutger Bregman shows that we

world's first ever travel guide to

can construct a society with

16 countries in Asia. Inside are

visionary ideas that are, in fact,

complete listings for Mongolia,

wholly implementable. Every

Nepal, Philippines and Sri Lanka,

milestone of civilisation – from

plus "best of" listings for select

the end of slavery to the

major cities in a dozen other

beginning of democracy – was

Asian countries. Details include

once considered a utopian fantasy.

organizations, bars, discos,

New utopian ideas such as

accommodations, spas, restaurants,

universal basic income and a

and more. A special section of the

fifteen-hour work week can

book highlights groups, clubs, and

become reality in our lifetime.

businesses that are especially

From a Canadian city that once

welcoming for women. Enjoy

completely eradicated poverty, to

hundreds of savvy comments and

Richard Nixon's near

recommendations from locals and

implementation of a basic income

travelers alike. The Utopia Guide

for millions of Americans,

to Asia is a landmark survey of

Bregman takes us on a journey

Asia's vibrant gay and lesbian life.

through history, beyond the

Utopia for Realists Rutger

traditional left-right divides, as

Bregman 2017-03-05 THE

he introduces ideas whose time

SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER

has come.

'Listen out for Rutger Bregman.

Democratic Eco-Socialism as a

He has a big future shaping the

Real Utopia Hans A. Baer

future' Observer 'A more

2017-10-01 As global economic

politically radical Malcolm

and population growth continues

Gladwell' New York Times 'The

to skyrocket, increasingly
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strained resources have made one

contents, the chapters build up

thing clear: the desperate need

understanding of orthodox

for an alternative to capitalism. In

economics’ role in protecting the

Democratic Eco-Socialism as a

neoliberal paradigm. A salient

Real Utopia, Hans Baer outlines

case, the ETS is successful in

the urgent need to reevaluate

shielding the Business-as-Usual

historical definitions of socialism,

activities of the EU’s industry,

commit to social equality and

however this book argues that

justice, and prioritize

the system fails in creating

environmental sustainability.

innovation for decarbonizing

Democatic eco-socialism, as he

production technologies. A

terms it, is a system capable of

subsequent political economy

mobilizing people around the

analysis by the author points to

world, albeit in different ways, to

the discursive power of giant

prevent on-going human socio-

fossil fuel and electricity

economic and environmental

companies keeping up a façade of

degradation, and anthropogenic

Cap-and-Trade utopia and hiding

climate change.

the reality of free permit

Pricing Carbon Emissions Aviel

donations and administrative

Verbruggen 2021-06-15 Pricing

price control, concealing financial

Carbon Emissions provides an

bills mostly paid by household

economic critique on the utopian

electricity customers. The

idea of a uniform carbon price for

twilights between reality and

addressing rising carbon

utopia in the EU’s ETS are

emissions, exposing the flaws in

exposed, concluding an

the economic propositions with a

immediate end of the system is

key focus on the EU’s Emissions

necessary for effective and just

Trading System (ETS). After an

climate policy. The work argues

Executive Summary of the

that the proposition of shifting to
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a global uniform carbon tax is

version of this book, available at

equally utopian. In practice, a

www.taylorfrancis.com, has been

uniform price applied on

made available under a Creative

heterogeneous cases is not a

Commons Attribution-Non

source of benefits but one of ad-

Commercial-No Derivatives 4.0

hoc adjustments, exceptions, and

license.

exemptions. Carbon pricing does

Social Capital Joonmo Son

not induce innovation, however

2020-05-11 Social capital is a

assumed by the economic models

principal concept across the social

used by IPCC for advising global

sciences and has readily entered

climate policy. Thus, it is

into mainstream discourse. In

persuasively demonstrated by

short, it is popular. However, this

the author that these schemes are

popularity has taken its toll. Social

doomed to failure and room and

capital suffers from a lack of

resources need to be created for

consensus because of the varied

more effective and just climate

ways it is measured, defined, and

politics. The book’s conclusion is

deployed by different

based on economic arguments,

researchers. It has been put to

complementing the critique of

work in ways that stretch and

political scientists. This book is

confuse its conceptual value,

written for a broad audience

blurring the lines between

interested in climate policy eager

networks, trust, civic

to understand why decarbonizing

engagement, and any type of

progress is slow as it is. It marks a

collaborative action. This clear

significant addition to the

and concise volume presents the

literature on climate politics,

diverse theoretical approaches of

carbon pricing and the political

scholars from Marx, Coleman, and

economy of the environment

Bourdieu to Putnam, Fukuyama,

more broadly. The Open Access

and Lin, carefully analyzing
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their commonalities and

the religious, political and secular

differences. Joonmo Son

beliefs that we insist are

categorizes this wealth of work

fundamental to the human

according to whether its focus is

project and shows us how a

on the necessary preconditions

misplaced faith in our ability to

for social capital, its structural

improve the world has actually

basis, or its production. He

made it far worse.

distinguishes between individual

Escapism in Contemporary

and collective social capital (from

Capitalism Greg Sharzer 2021

shared resources of a personal

This book suggests that escapism -

network to pooled assets of a

the desire to leave one's physical

whole society), and interrogates

or emotional circumstances for an

the practical impact social capital

ideal alternative - is a way to

has had in various policy areas

understand the social conflicts

(from health to economic

that structure our world.

development). Social Capital will

Considering this phenomenon

be of immense value to readers

across psychology, labour and

across the social sciences and

cultural studies, the author

practitioners in relevant fields

engages with critical theorists

seeking to understand this

such as Lukács, Fromm and

mercurial concept.

Marcuse to examine how

Black Mass John Gray 2011-11-24

escapism appears in our minds,

Our conventional view of history

workplaces and utopian

and human progress is wrong. It

imaginaries from fiction to music.

is founded on a pernicious myth

In this study, escapism emerges

of an acheivable utopia that in the

as a constitutive feature of the

last century alone caused the

late capitalist lifeworld - a feature

murder of tens of millions. In

that must be understood in order

Black Mass John Gray tears down

to create social change. Defining
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escapism as a new field of study,

is, as something still possible. S. D.

Late Escapism and Contemporary

Chrostowska looks to the vibrant,

Neoliberalism: Alienation, Work

visionary mid-century

and Utopia suggests that the

resurgence of embodied utopian

phenomenon has much to teach

longings and projections in

us about contemporary

Surrealism, the Situationist

consciousness and how we resist

International, and critical

and reshape the edicts of

theorists writing in their wake,

neoliberalism. As such, this book

reconstructing utopia's link to

will appeal to scholars of cultural

survival through to the earliest,

and critical theory, social

most radical phase of the French

movements and political

environmental movement.

sociology.

Survival emerges as the

Utopia in the Age of Survival S.

organizing concept for a variety

D. Chrostowska 2021-10-19 A

of democratic political forms that

pathbreaking exploration of the

center the corporeality of desire

fate of utopia in our troubled

in social movements contesting

times, this book shows how the

the expanding management of

historically intertwined

life by state institutions across the

endeavors of utopia and critique

globe. Vigilant and timely,

might be leveraged in response

balancing fine-tuned analysis

to humanity's looming existential

with broad historical overview to

challenges. Utopia in the Age of

map the utopian impulse across

Survival makes the case that

contemporary cultural and

critical social theory needs to

political life, Chrostowska issues

reinstate utopia as a speculative

an urgent report on the vitality

myth. At the same time the left

of utopia.

must reassume utopia as an

Land of Strangers Ash Amin

action-guiding hypothesis—that

2013-04-24 The impersonality of
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social relationships in the society

spaces of collective being, from

of strangers is making majorities

the workplace and urban space,

increasingly nostalgic for a time

to intimate publics and tropes of

of closer personal ties and strong

imagined community. The book

community moorings. The

proposes a series of interventions

constitutive pluralism and

that make for public being as both

hybridity of modern living in

unconscious habit and cultivated

the West is being rejected in an

craft of negotiating difference,

age of heightened anxiety over

radiating civilities of situated

the future and drummed up

attachment and indifference

aversion towards the stranger.

towards the strangeness of others.

Minorities, migrants and

It is in the labour of cultivating

dissidents are expected to stay

the commons in a variety of

away, or to conform and

ways that Amin finds the

integrate, as they come to be

elements for a new politics of

framed in an optic of the social as

diversity appropriate for our

interpersonal or communitarian.

times, one that takes the stranger

Judging these developments as

as there, unavoidable, an equal

dangerous, this book offers a

claimant on ground that is not

counter-argument by looking to

pre-allocated.

relations that are not reducible to

A Modern Utopia Herbert

local or social ties in order to offer

George Wells 1967-01-01 "Well's

new suggestions for living in

uncanny ability to highlight the

diversity and for forging a

problems which are now most

different politics of the stranger.

acute and supply tentative

The book explains the balance

solutions that allow a maximum

between positive and negative

of individual freedom merits

public feelings as the synthesis of

serious consideration.

habits of interaction in varied

Recommended reading for
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students and teachers dealing

heads and worked at it. The

with government, science, and

result is one of the most plausible

the contemporary dilemma of a

utopias ever written."--Chad

world facing war, famine, and

Walsh, From Utopia to

racial unrest."--Choice A Modern

Nightmare "It is a beautiful

Utopia is one of the first

Utopia beautifully seen and

important blueprints for the

beautifully thought: and it has in

modern welfare state and an

it some of that flavor of airy

early major statement of Wells's

unrestraint one finds in News

idea of the World State, an idea

from Nowhere."--Van Wyck

that is perhaps his greatest

Brooks, The World of H.G. Wells

contribution to the intellectual

PostCapitalism Paul Mason

history of this century. In this

2015-07-30 From Paul Mason, the

"quintessential utopia," as Lewis

award-winning Channel 4

Mumford calls it, Wells "sums up

presenter, Postcapitalism is a

and clarifies the utopias of the

guide to our era of seismic

past, and brings them into contact

economic change, and how we

with the world of the present."

can build a more equal society.

The Bison Books edition, with an

Over the past two centuries or so,

introduction by Mark R. Hillegas,

capitalism has undergone

associate professor of English at

continual change - economic

Southern Illinois University,

cycles that lurch from boom to

brings back into print a work that

bust - and has always emerged

has stimulated three generations

transformed and strengthened.

of thinkers. "This is not flight into

Surveying this turbulent history,

fancy no voyage into whimsy. It

Paul Mason wonders whether

is a sober attempt to imagine

today we are on the brink of a

what kind of society men would

change so big, so profound, that

create if they really used their

this time capitalism itself, the
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immensely complex system by

corporate capitalism. In this

which entire societies function,

groundbreaking book Mason

has reached its limits and is

shows how, from the ashes of the

changing into something wholly

recent financial crisis, we have

new. At the heart of this change

the chance to create a more

is information technology: a

socially just and sustainable global

revolution that, as Mason shows,

economy. Moving beyond

has the potential to reshape

capitalism, he shows, is no longer

utterly our familiar notions of

a utopian dream. This is the first

work, production and value; and

time in human history in which,

to destroy an economy based on

equipped with an understanding

markets and private ownership -

of what is happening around us,

in fact, he contends, it is already

we can predict and shape, rather

doing so. Almost unnoticed, in

than simply react to, seismic

the niches and hollows of the

change.

market system, whole swathes of

Automation and Utopia John

economic life are changing..

Danaher 2019-09-24 Automating

Goods and services that no longer

technologies threaten to usher in

respond to the dictates of

a workless future, but John

neoliberalism are appearing, from

Danaher argues that this can be a

parallel currencies and time

good thing. A world without

banks, to cooperatives and self-

work may be a kind of utopia,

managed online spaces. Vast

free of the misery of the job and

numbers of people are changing

full of opportunities for creativity

their behaviour, discovering new

and exploration. If we play our

forms of ownership, lending and

cards right, automation could be

doing business that are distinct

the path to idealized forms of

from, and contrary to, the

human flourishing.

current system of state-backed

Boundaries of Utopia - Imagining
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Communism from Plato to Stalin

Marx and Engels.

Erik van Ree 2015-05-22 The

Echoes of Utopia Michael B.

idea that socialism could be

Fuller 2000 A 'generous soul'

established in a single country

with 'ideas of genius' but a

was adopted as an official doctrine

'puerile idolater - Marx and his

by the Soviet Union in 1925,

legacy remains an important

Stalin and Bukharin being the

focus for philosophers,

main formulators of the policy.

economists, political scientists and

Before this there had been much

others, but is Marxism dead and

debate as to whether the only

best forgotten, or is its relevance

way to secure socialism would be

undiminished for today's troubled

as a result of socialist revolution

world? Echoes of Utopia sets out

on a much broader scale, across all

to explore the relevance of

Europe or wider still. This book

Marxism in the contemporary

traces the development of ideas

world, through economic,

about communist utopia from

political and human dimensions.

Plato onwards, paying particular

Combining philosophical analysis

attention to debates about

of central economic and political

universalist ideology versus the

concepts with an historically

possibility for "socialism in one

based examination of the

country". The book argues that

unfolding of the twentieth

although the prevailing view is

century global economy, Fuller

that "socialism in one country"

explores the work of Marx as

was a sharp break from a long

well as two of his most trenchant

tradition that tended to view

critics, Schumpeter and Weil.

socialism as only possible if

While critical of that central

universal, in fact the territorially

pillar of Marxism, the labour

confined socialist project had long

theory of value, Fuller concludes

roots, including in the writings of

that some of Marx's ideas,
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especially those concerning over-

and old prejudices are percolating

production, under-consumption,

into the present, Big Tech’s

crises, planning, and international

predictive algorithms are locking

democratic governance, are more

us into nostalgic feedback loops.

relevant than ever in today's

The result is a precarious society

world of economic, political and

with its gaze fixed on the good

environmental turbulence.

old days. Spanning from the

Michael Fuller is a lecturer in

ancient Sophists to Black Mirror,

philosophy at Bolton Institute,

The Circle of the Snake is at once

UK

a reckoning with the myth of

The Circle of the Snake Grafton

digital utopia and an incisive

Tanner 2020-12-11 Shocked by

analysis of nostalgia as a weapon

9/11, the Great Recession, digital

to spread fascism.

anxiety, and ecological collapse,

An American Utopia Fredric

the West suffers from nostalgia.

Jameson 2016-07-12 Controversial

People everywhere yearn for a

manifesto by acclaimed cultural

utopian version of the past that

theorist debated by leading

never existed. Desperate for

writers Fredric Jameson’s

relief, many long to escape from

pathbreaking essay “An

the present. Some will stop at

American Utopia” radically

nothing to achieve it. In his

questions standard leftist notions

essential new book, Grafton

of what constitutes an

Tanner, author of Babbling

emancipated society. Advocated

Corpse: Vaporwave and the

here are—among other

Commodification of Ghosts,

things—universal conscription,

argues that our nostalgia today is

the full acknowledgment of

partly a consequence of the

envy and resentment as a

attention economy. At a time

fundamental challenge to any

when historical literacy is crucial,

communist society, and the
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acceptance that the division

Ideology and Utopia Norman

between work and leisure cannot

Wintrop 2017-11-01 This title

be overcome. To create a new

was first published in 2000: This

world, we must first change the

text contends that there are

way we envision the world.

pronounced ideological

Jameson’s text is ideally placed to

(apologetic) and utopian biases in

trigger a debate on the

how democracy is now viewed

alternatives to global capitalism.

by most academic writers,

In addition to Jameson’s essay,

politicians and journalists.

the volume includes responses

Ideological biases result from

from philosophers and political

democracy being seen in formal

and cultural analysts, as well as

and procedural ways as

an epilogue from Jameson

parliaments, free elections and

himself. Many will be appalled at

competitive parties and pressure

what they will encounter in

groups - irrespective of the

these pages—there will be blood!

standards which guide or the

But perhaps one has to spill such

effects produced by these

(ideological) blood to give the

procedures. Utopian democrats

Left a chance. Contributing are

reject this narrow empiricism for

Kim Stanley Robinson, Jodi

normative approaches and,

Dean, Saroj Giri, Agon Hamza,

instead of realistic norms, they

Kojin Karatani, Frank Ruda,

offer impractical, perfectionist

Alberto Toscano, Kathi Weeks,

and counter-productive standards

and Slavoj Žižek.

and goals. As the alternative to

EXPLORING DEGROWTH

ideology and utopia, the author

VINCENT. NELSON LIEGEY

builds upon and draws

(ANITRA.) 2020

conclusions from a realistic and

Democratic Theory as Public

normative, public philosophic

Philosophy: The Alternative to

tradition of writing on
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democratic politics. This tradition

peace belonging to the diverse

is explained and illustrated by

fields of metaphysics, politics,

critical responses to Walter

history and culture, the essays

Lippman's conception of public

bring the idea of peace within

philosophy, Lippman's activity as

our reach. Going from the

a public philosopher, and the

particular to the general, from

work of major democratic

life to philosophy, the authors of

theorists from Alexis de

the collected essays offer us more

Tocqueville to Giovanni Sartori.

than an understanding of peace;

Concerning Peace Kai Gregor

they produce it before our eyes.

2010-07-12 How is peace to be

If this book may interest peace

understood? Does it make any

and philosophy scholars, it was

sense to believe in its utopian

first intended for any citizen

realisation? Or is its failure

caring about the way the world

necessary, its attempt always

must be, refusing to simply

transforming into dystopia? Is

accept it as it is—for anyone

there something to be saved in

willing to believe in the reality

the ideal of utopian peace? Can

of utopia.

one affirm that peace is in fact a

A People's Guide to Capitalism

pantopia—an omnipresent

Hadas Thier 2018-06-02 A lively,

reality? The collection of essays,

accessible, and timely guide to

Concerning Peace: New

Marxist economics for those who

Perspectives on Utopia,

want to understand and

investigates these questions. Its

dismantle the world of the 1%.

method resides in both a

Economists regularly promote

philosophical understanding of

Capitalism as the greatest system

peace, and its exemplification into

ever to grace the planet. With

concrete reality. Through the

the same breath, they implore us

analysis of concrete examples of

to leave the job of understanding
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the magical powers of the market

financial crises that shape so

to the “experts.” Despite the

many of our struggles today.”

efforts of these mainstream

—Keeanga-Yamahtta Taylor,

commentators to convince us

author of Race for Profit: How

otherwise, many of us have

Banks and the Real Estate

begun to question why this

Industry Undermined Black

system has produced such vast

Homeownership “Ranging from

inequality and wanton disregard

exploitation at work to the

for its own environmental

operations of modern finance, this

destruction. This book offers

book takes the reader through a

answers to exactly these

fine-tuned introduction to Marx’s

questions on their own terms: in

analysis of the modern economy .

the form of a radical economic

. . . Thier combines theoretical

theory. “Thier’s urgently needed

explanation with contemporary

book strips away jargon to make

examples to illuminate the inner

Marx’s essential work accessible

workings of capitalism . . . .

to today’s diverse mass

Reminds us of the urgent need

movements.” —Sarah Leonard,

for alternatives to a crisis-ridden

contributing editor to The Nation

system.” —David McNally,

“A great book for proletarian

author of Blood and Money

chain-breaking.” —Rob Larson,

Gender and Utopia in the

author of Bit Tyrants: The

Eighteenth Century Brenda

Political Economy of Silicon

Tooley 2016-04-15 Focusing on

Valley “Thier unpacks the

eighteenth-century constructions

mystery of capitalist inequality

of symbolic femininity and

with lucid and accessible prose . .

eighteenth-century women's

. . We will need books like A

writing in relation to

People’s Guide to help us make

contemporary utopian discourse,

sense of the root causes of the

this volume adjusts our
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understanding of the utopia of

Four Futures Peter Frase

the Enlightenment, placing a

2016-11-01 An exploration of the

unique emphasis on colonial

utopias and dystopias that could

utopias. These essays reflect on

develop from present society

issues related to specific

Peter Frase argues that

configurations of utopias and

increasing automation and a

utopianism by considering in

growing scarcity of resources,

detail English and French texts

thanks to climate change, will

by both women (Sarah Scott,

bring it all tumbling down. In

Sarah Fielding, Isabelle de

Four Futures, Frase imagines

Charrière) and men (Paltock and

how this post-capitalist world

Montesquieu). The contributors

might look, deploying the tools of

ask the following questions: In

both social science and

the influential discourses of

speculative fiction to explore

eighteenth-century utopian

what communism, rentism and

writing, is there a place for

extermininsm might actually

'woman,' and if so, what (or

entail. Could the current rise of

where) is it? How do 'women'

the real-life robocops usher in a

disrupt, confirm, or ground the

world that resembles Ender's

utopian projects within which

Game? And sure, communism

these constructs occur? By posing

will bring an end to material

questions about the inscription of

scarcities and inequalities of

gender in the context of

wealth—but there's no guarantee

eighteenth-century utopian

that social hierarchies, governed

writing, the contributors shed

by an economy of "likes,"

new light on the eighteenth-

wouldn't rise to take their place.

century legacies that continue to

A whirlwind tour through

shape contemporary views of

science fiction, social theory and

social and political progress.

the new technologies are already
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shaping our lives, Four Futures

The volume takes an innovative

is a balance sheet of the socialisms

approach to the major themes

we may reach if a resurgent Left

predominating within the

is successful, and the barbarisms

utopian and dystopian literary

we may be consigned to if those

tradition, including feminism,

movements fail.

romance and ecology, and

The Cambridge Companion to

explores in detail the vexed

Utopian Literature Gregory

question of the purportedly

Claeys 2010-08-05 Since the

'western' nature of the concept of

publication of Thomas More's

utopia. The reader is provided

genre-defining work Utopia in

with a balanced overview of the

1516, the field of utopian

evolution and current state of a

literature has evolved into an

long-standing, rich tradition of

ever-expanding domain. This

historical, political and literary

Companion presents an extensive

scholarship.

historical survey of the

Utopia or Bust Benjamin Kunkel

development of utopianism, from

2014-03-11 After the financial

the publication of Utopia to

crash and the great recession, the

today's dark and despairing

media rediscovered Karl Marx,

tendency towards dystopian

socialist theory, and the very idea

pessimism, epitomised by works

that capitalism can be questioned.

such as George Orwell's

But in spite of the publicity, the

Nineteen Eighty-Four and

main paths of contemporary

Margaret Atwood's The

critical thought have gone

Handmaid's Tale. Chapters

unexplored outside of the

address the difficult definition of

academy. Benjamin Kunkel’s

the concept of utopia, and

Utopia or Bust leads readers –

consider its relation to science

whether politically committed or

fiction and other literary genres.

simply curious – through the
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most important critical theory

is not on its deathbed, utopia is

today. Written with the wit and

not in our future, and revolution

verve of Kunkel’s best-selling

is not in the cards. In Capitalism

novel, Indecision, this

on Edge, Albena Azmanova

introduction to contemporary

demonstrates that radical

Leftist thinkers engages with the

progressive change is still

revolutionary philosophy of

attainable, but it must come from

Slavoj Žižek, the economic

an unexpected direction.

analyses of David Graeber and

Azmanova’s new critique of

David Harvey, and the cultural

capitalism focuses on the

diagnoses of Fredric Jameson.

competitive pursuit of profit

Discussing the ongoing crisis of

rather than on forms of

capitalism in light of ideas of full

ownership and patterns of wealth

employment, debt forgiveness,

distribution. She contends that

and “fictitious capital,” Utopia or

neoliberal capitalism has mutated

Bust is a tour through the world

into a new form—precarity

of Marxist thought and an

capitalism—marked by the

examination of the basis of

emergence of a precarious

Western society today.

multitude. Widespread economic

Utopian Entrepreneur Brenda

insecurity ails the 99 percent

Laurel 2001 A guide to doing

across differences in income,

socially positive work in the

education, and professional

context of business.

occupation; it is the underlying

Capitalism on Edge Albena

cause of such diverse hardships as

Azmanova 2020-01-14 The wake

work-related stress and chronic

of the financial crisis has inspired

unemployment. In response,

hopes for dramatic change and

Azmanova calls for forging a

stirred visions of capitalism’s

broad alliance of strange

terminal collapse. Yet capitalism

bedfellows whose discontent
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would challenge not only

our time filling out forms? And is

capitalism’s unfair outcomes but

it really a cipher for state

also the drive for profit at its core.

violence? To answer these

To achieve this synthesis,

questions, the anthropologist

progressive forces need to go

David Graeber—one of our most

beyond the old ideological

important and provocative

certitudes of, on the left, fighting

thinkers—traces the peculiar and

inequality and, on the right,

unexpected ways we relate to

increasing competition.

bureaucracy today, and reveals

Azmanova details reforms that

how it shapes our lives in ways

would enable a dramatic

we may not even notice…though

transformation of the current

he also suggests that there may

system without a revolutionary

be something perversely

break. An iconoclastic critique of

appealing—even romantic—about

left orthodoxy, Capitalism on

bureaucracy. Leaping from the

Edge confronts the intellectual

ascendance of right-wing

and political impasses of our time

economics to the hidden

to discern a new path of

meanings behind Sherlock

emancipation.

Holmes and Batman, The Utopia

The Utopia of Rules David

of Rules is at once a powerful

Graeber 2015-02-24 From the

work of social theory in the

author of the international

tradition of Foucault and Marx,

bestseller Debt: The First 5,000

and an entertaining reckoning

Years comes a revelatory account

with popular culture that calls to

of the way bureaucracy rules our

mind Slavoj Zizek at his most

lives Where does the desire for

accessible. An essential book for

endless rules, regulations, and

our times, The Utopia of Rules is

bureaucracy come from? How

sure to start a million

did we come to spend so much of

conversations about the
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institutions that rule over

science fiction as a means of

us—and the better, freer world

anticipating different economic

we should, perhaps, begin to

futures. It asks how science

imagine for ourselves.

fiction can motivate new

Woke Caitlin Johnstone

approaches to economics and

2021-04-05 For those that look

provides surprising new

with both eyes -- this book is for

syntheses, merging social science

you.

with fiction, design with politics,

Economic Science Fictions

scholarship with experimental

William Davies 2018-05-04 An

forms. With an opening chapter

innovative new anthology

from Ha-Joon Chang as well as

exploring how science fiction can

theory, short stories, and

motivate new approaches to

reflections on design, this book

economics. From the libertarian

from Goldsmiths Press challenges

economics of Ayn Rand to

and changes the notion that

Aldous Huxley's consumerist

economics and science fiction are

dystopias, economics and science

worlds apart. The result is a

fiction have often orbited each

wealth of fresh and unusual

other. In Economic Science

perspectives for anyone who

Fictions, editor William Davies

believes the economy is too

has deliberately merged the two

important to be left solely to

worlds, asking how we might

economists. Contributors

harness the power of the utopian

AUDINT, Khairani Barokka,

imagination to revitalize

Carina Brand, Ha-Joon Chang,

economic thinking. Rooted in the

Miriam Cherry, William Davies,

sense that our current economic

Mark Fisher, Dan Gavshon-

reality is no longer credible or

Brady and James Pockson, Owen

viable, this collection treats our

Hatherley, Laura Horn, Tim

economy as a series of fictions and

Jackson, Mark Johnson, Bastien
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Kerspern, Nora O Murchú,

Hegel's idealism by transforming

Tobias Revell et al., Judy

it into a materialist critique of

Thorne, Sherryl Vint, Joseph

political economy. Other Marxist

Walton, Brian Willems

approaches argue that the mature

Searching for Utopia Gregory

Marx completely broke with

Claeys 2011 Explores the quest

Hegel. By contrast, this book

for a utopian society throughout

offers a wide-ranging and

history, including examinations

innovative understanding of

of the catalysts that have served

Hegel as an empirically informed

as inspiration, and how the search

theorist of the social, political, and

for a utopia by developed

economic world. It proposes a

countries has hurt third-world

movement 'from Marx to Hegel

countries.

and back', by exploring the

From Marx to Hegel and Back

intersections where the two

Victoria Fareld 2020-01-09 The

thinkers can be read as mutually

relation between Hegel and

complementing or even

Marx is among the most

reinforcing one another. With a

interpreted in the history of

particular focus on essential

philosophy. Given the

concepts like recognition, love,

contemporary renaissance of

revolution, freedom, and the idea

Marx and Marxist theories, how

of critique, this new intervention

should we re-read the Hegel-

into Hegelian and Marxian

Marx connection today? What

philosophy unifies the ethical

place does Hegel have in

content of Hegel's philosophy

contemporary critical thinking?

with the power of Marx's social

Most schools of Marxism regard

and economic critique of the

Marx's inversion of Hegel's

contemporary world.

dialectics as a progressive

Envisioning Real Utopias Erik

development, leaving behind

Olin Wright 2010-06-14 A
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leading sociologist proposes a new

spiritual caravan park in Scotland

framework for a socialist

and an apparent paradise in a

alternative.

Californian community dreamed

The No.9 Bus to Utopia David

up by Aldous Huxley. Most

Bramwell 2014-06-26 When

impressive of all was Damanhur,

David Bramwell’s girlfriend left

a 1000-strong science fiction-

him for someone she described as

style community in the Alps

'younger, but more mature than

with an underground temple the

you', he decided he had

size of St Paul's Cathedral, a

something to learn about giving.

village of tree houses and a ‘fully-

Taking a year off, he journeyed

functioning time machine'.

through Europe and America

Inspired, he returned home with

seeking out extraordinary

a desire to change. Not just

communities that could teach

himself but also his

him how to share. He wanted

neighbourhood and city. Find out

answers to a few troubling

how he succeeded in this wry

questions: Is modern life rubbish?

and self-deprecatingly funny

Why do so many of us feel

spiritual journey that asks some

lonely and unfulfilled despite a

big questions and finds the

high standard of living? Are

answers surprisingly simple.

there communities out there

Ordoliberalism and European

who hold the key to happiness?

Economic Policy Malte Dold

And if so, why do so many of

2019-09-18 This volume takes a

their inhabitants insist on

broad perspective on the recent

dressing in tie-dye? His quest led

debate on the role of German

him to an anarchist haven in the

ordoliberalism in shaping

heart of Copenhagen; some hair-

European economic policy before

raising experiences in free love

and after the eurozone crisis. It

communities; an epiphany in a

shows how ordoliberal scholars
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explain the institutional origins of

providing an accessible history of

the eurozone crisis, and presents

the nation, the author turns his

creative policy proposals for the

focus to what North Korea is,

future of the European economy.

what its leadership thinks and

Ordoliberal discourse both

how its people cope with living

attempts to offer political solutions

in such an oppressive and poor

to socioeconomic challenges, and

place, arguing that North Korea

to find an ideal market order that

is not irrational, but rather a

fosters individual freedom and

nation that has survived against

social cohesion. This tension

all odds.

between realpolitik and economic

Seventeen Contradictions and the

utopia reflects the wider debate

End of Capitalism David Harvey

on how far economic theory

2014 "David Harvey examines

shapes, and is shaped by,

the internal contradictions within

historical contingencies and

the flow of capital that have

institutions. The volume will be

Cruising
Utopia
precipitated
recent crises. While

of interest to policymakers as

the contradictions have made

well as research scholars, and

capitalism flexible and resilient,

graduate students from various

they also contain the seeds of

disciplines ranging from

systemic catastrophe"--

economics to political science,

José Esteban

history, and philosophy.

Muñoz 2009-11-30

The Real North Korea Andrei

Printbegrænsninger: Der kan

Lankov 2014-12-01 After

printes 10 sider ad gangen og
max. 40 sider pr. session
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